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7 Discussion

The study of the RNi  compounds provided us with a wide variety of physical properties. It5

appeared to be indispensable to use monocrystalline samples. With these observations we can
relate the crystal field on the 4f electrons in a hexagonal symmetry and the magnetic
properties.

Four crystal field parameters, B , B , B , B , describe the 4f electron in the hexagonal2 4 6 6
0 0 0 6

symmetry of the CaCu  structure. The magnetic exchange interaction is described with another5

two adjustable parameters, n  and n .  The nickel susceptibility is the seventh adjustableRNi RR

parameter,  .Ni

To describe all different physical properties adequately, the calculation needs accurate
starting parameters. A direct indication of the value of the second-order crystal field parameter
is the anisotropy in the susceptibility. This parameter can be determined with relatively small
error. The magnetization along the easy direction at high fields can be used to estimate the
high field susceptibility ( ). This susceptibility can, in many cases, be ascribed mainly to theHF

nickel susceptibility, . The ordering temperature appears to be a good indication of theNi

effective exchange interaction, n.
Due to different circumstances, it is difficult to estimate the error in all these parameters.

Most parameters are correlated and changing one can effect one or more of the other
parameters. In our best fitting procedure we did not attempt to accommodate all experimental
data exactly. In most cases we stopped to adjust the seven parameters after having established,
in this way, a very satisfactory set of parameters for all the observations. 

Using this method, the properties of the RNi  compounds have been described adequately.5

So, in this chapter we try to look for ‘systematics’ in the different parameters and the physical
properties derived from those parameters.

7.1 The crystal field parameters

The RNi  compounds can be regarded as an example series where most properties are5

governed by the crystal field interactions. For instance, most magnetic phenomena, observed
in RNi , are a result of crystal field interactions.  A stricking example is, that due to the special5

energy-level configuration, the non-magnetic ground state can exhibit magnetic ordering
(TbNi ) or no ordering (PrNi ). 5     5

Crystal field parameters deduced in previous chapters are collected in table 7.1. The sign of
the B  parameter is related to the easy magnetization direction; parallel to the [001] and2

0

perpendicular to the [001] axis correspond to a negative and a positive value for B ,2
0

respectively. This would point at a dominant role of the B  parameter. The following2
0

discussion casts some doubt on this statement.
The sign of B  determines the easy magnetization direction in the hexagonal plane. An6

6

easier magnetization along the [100] direction than along the [120] direction gives a negative
sign and vice versa. 

It is convenient to express the crystal field parameters, B , in crystal field coefficients, An      n
m      m

(using  and table B in appendix B). In this way a rough correction is
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B  (K)2
0 B  (10 K)4

0 -3 B  (10 K)6
0 -6 B  (10 K)6

6 -6

Pr 5.75 50 820 29800

Nd 3.35 14.5 -348 -13470

Sm -14.9 -1023 0 0

Tb 3.84 -2.4 -40 400

Dy 2.7 3.0 14 200

Ho 0.77 1.2 -2.5 -230

Er -0.88 -1.07 14.4 329

Tm -3.8 -12.6 183 -769

Table 7.1 Collection of  crystal field parameters, B , of the trivalent R in the RNin        5
m

compounds. 

A2
0 A4

0 A6
0 A6

6

Pr -225 -20.0 0.718 26.1

Nd -468 -17.1 0.61 23.6

Sm -370 -181 11.4 0.0 [1]

Tb -462 -11.8 5.21 52.1

Dy -438 -33.7 2.24 31.9

Ho -459 -7.16 0.375 33.1

Er -481 -18.9 1.44 33.0

Tm -544 -65.8 -7.52 31.2

[1] ref. Barthem [1987]

Table 7.2 Crystal field coefficients, A  in units of Ka  (a  Bohr radius), of the trivalent R ions inn     0 0
m    -n

RNi  compounds.5

carried out for the variation of the atomic (or 4f) radius through the series, and for the sign of 

the Stevens factors (see tabel 7.3). The crystal field coefficients are related to the surrounding
charge distribution. As can be seen in table 7.2 there is  substantial difference in the 
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Figure 7.1. The crystal field coefficient A  versus the number of 4f - electrons according to2
0

various authors. Crystal field coefficients ( ) ab-initio calculation by Novak
[1996].

Pr Nd Sm Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm

easy axis plane plane [001
]

[001] plane plane plane [001] [001]

easy axis
in plane

[120] [100] [100
]

[100]
[120]

[100] [120] [100] [120] [100]

sign- J – – + 0 – – – + +

sign- J – – + 0 + – – + +

sign- J + – 0 0 – + – + –

Table 7.3 The correlation between the easy (and hard) direction of magnetization, at
1.5 K, and the signs of the second ( ), fourth ( ) and sixth ( ) StevensJ J    J

factor. 

coefficients throughout the series. This is not expected, as the charge distribution of different
compounds is expected to be the same. In figure 7.1 the crystal field coefficient A  and the2

0

number of 4f-electrons are shown. Novak [1996] calculated the CF coeficient. The decrease
with number the of 4f-electrons is in agreement with the general trend found in the A2

0

coefficient. Some systematics can be found as all coefficients, except A  of the Tm compound,6
0

have a definite sign. Each A  coefficient, with fixed n and m has the same order of magnituden
m
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Rare earth ground state

Pr singlet 1/ 2 (+|+3 | 3 ) J = 4

Nd doublet 0.33 ( +7/2 +| 7/2 )+0.62
(+|+5/2 | 5/2 )

J = 9/2

0.33 (+ +7/2 +|+7/2 )+0.62
(+|+5/2 | 5/2 )

Tb singlet 1.0 |0 +0.06 (+|+6 +| 6 ) J = 6

Dy doublet 1/ 2 (+|+7/2 | 7/2 )+0.06
(+|+11/2 | 11/2 )
+0.03 ( |+13/2 +| 13/2 )

J = 15/2

1/ 2 (+|+7/2 +| 7/2 )+0.06
(+|+11/2 +| 11/2 )+
0.03 (  |+13/2 | 13/2 )

Ho singlet 1/ 2 (+|+3 +| 3 ) J = 8

Er doublet 1.00 (+|15/2 ) J = 15/2

1.00 ( |15/2 )

Tm doublet-
like

1/ 2 (+|+6 | 6 ) J = 6

1/ 2 ( |+6 +| 6 )

Table 7.4 Overview of the calculated ground states of the rare earth ions in the hexagonal
symmetry P6/mmm. The ground states are doublet or singlet ground states
except Tm which has a doublet-like pair of singlet ‘ground’ state. The last
column is the J value. 

in the RNi  series. The crystal field coefficients of RNi  can be compared to those of the iso-5       5

structural RCo . A  terms in these two compounds correspond well in behaviour. The A5 n            2
m           0

term in RCo  is negative with values between -200 Ka   and -400 Ka  . Also the second and5       0     0
-2    -2

third coefficients, A  and A , are corresponding in sign and magnitude to the RNi  values4 6          5
0 0

[Franse and Radwa ski 1993].
The easy and hard magnetization direction follow the sign of the second-order Stevens

factor . The negative sign of   corresponds with a hard magnetization direction along theJ       J

hexagonal axis and the easy magnetization direction in the plane. Obviously the role of the
second-order term in the hexagonal system is dominant, although the role of the higher order
terms is not negligible. Manifestations of the higher-order terms can be seen in the plane of the
hexagonal system. For this symmetry, the easy magnetic direction within the basal plane is
controlled by the sign of the sixth-order Stevens factor, , see table 7.3. In other compounds,J

R Co  and R Fe , the same behaviour is found [Franse en Radwa ski 1993].2 17 2 17
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Ni

(10  µ-3
B

f.u./T)

nRR

(Tf.u./
µ )B

J /kRR

(K)
nRNi

(Tf.u./
µ )B

–J /kRNi

(K)
Ni

–J /kRNi

(K)
Co

n
(Tf.u./

µ )B

TC

(K)
mNi

(µ /f.u.)B

Y 4.0 - - -

La 3.7 - - -

Pr 4.0 2.60 1.730 15.0 11.2 3.50 0

Nd 3.9 2.85 0.844 12.5 6.2 3.46 7.4 0.31

Gd 5.6 1.20 0.200 -14.0 5.2 10.0 2.30 33 0.54

Tb 5.0 0.08 0.030 -12.0 6.72 8.1 0.80 23 0.45

Dy 3.9 -0.21 -0.140 -11.8 8.11 7.1 0.33 12.3 0.39

Ho 4.0 0.035 0.036 -11.5 10.7 7.5 0.18 4.9 0.31

Er 3.9 0.01 0.015 -6.4 7.17 8.0 0.17 9.2 0.18

Tm 4.0 -0.227 -0.463 -9.45 12.3 7.4 0.13 4.0 0.24

Table 7.5 Susceptibility, , exchange interactions, n , n  and n, derived in this study fromNi    RNi RR

experiment. Additionally the exchange parameter, -J /k, is given for Ni (calculatedRNi

from n ) and for Co (taken from Liu [1994]).RNi

In table 7.4 the ground states are given of the rare earth ions in a hexagonal symmetry
P6/mmm. All compounds have singlet or doublet ground state except Tm which has a doublet-
like singlet ‘ground’ state on a distance of 0.4 K between the lowest levels. Although the
calculated ground state in TbNi  is non-magnetic, the presence of exchange interactions makes5

spontaneous magnetization possible; it is perpendicular to the [001] direction.  In fact, in first
order a field applied along the [001] direction will not modify the ground state energy. When a
field is applied along one of the directions in the basal plane (e.g. the [100] direction  or the
[120] direction) this will mix the states associated with the first two levels, lowering in this
way the fundamental state that is associated with a higher value of  J . This is different fromx

the Pr case (also a non-Kramers ion). In PrNi , the ground state singlet is not originating from5

the B  but from the B  interaction. In PrNi , the molecular field is not sufficiently strong to2     6    5
0    6

mix the ground state |+3 + 3  and the first doublet |+3 3  situated at 45 K.   
In table 7.4 the J values of the ground state are shown, obviously the ground state in the

RNi  is not always the highest (or lowest) J value. This weakens the statement of the5

‘dominant character’ of the B  value. 2
0

7.2 The exchange interaction

Values for the Ni-susceptibility, and the exchange parameters for the different RNi5
compounds as derived from experiment are collected in table 7.5. 

The nickel susceptibility throughout the series is nearly the same as observed in the La and
Y compound. This susceptibility has been derived from the high-field magnetization
measurements. 
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Figure 7.2 Experimental values of the intersublaticee-coupling constant derived in this
work plotted versus the inverse volume per formula unit (see table 3.3).

Due to spin-orbit coupling the intersublattice coupling constant, n , is positive for theRNi

light rare-earth (J=L-S) and negative for the heavy rare-earth (J=L+S). This behaviour is
general among the RM compounds (R= rare earth, M= Fe, Co and Ni). The intersublattice
interaction increases going from Gd to the light rare earth elements. 

The molecular-field constant, n, decreases from the Pr compound going to Tm. In chapter
5.4 it was shown that this coefficient could not be derived directly from the temperature
dependence of the susceptibility. RNi  does not show pure Curie-Weiss behaviour. In the5

whole temperature region a curvature is seen in the susceptibility, see e.g. figure 5.9 in chapter
5. Certainly the nickel contribution to the magnetic behaviour has to be taken into account for
a correct description of the experiment. The intrasublattice exchange interaction, n , is oneRR

order smaller than the intersublattice exchange interaction, n .RNi

If we want to compare the strength of the R-T exchange coupling within a series of -
structural compounds, then the macroscopic intersublattice and intrasublattice molecular-field
parameter, n  and n  respectively, can be expressed in the microscopic exchange parameter,RNi RR

J  and J , see table 7.5. The relation between J  and n  (J  and n ) is (see also formulaRNi RR        RNi RNi RR RR

2.20a and 2.20b): 

In our case, for the RNi  compounds, z  = 18, N  = 1, N  = 5, z  = 8.5 RT   R   T   RR

In the thesis of Liu [1994] values for the J  parameters for a number of compounds areRT

published. In the iso-structural compound RCo  the -J /k parameter tends to decrease going5 RT

from Gd to Tm. The tendency in the RNi  compounds is the opposite, showing an increase of -5

J /k going from Gd to Tm. Although, in this behaviour of  -J /k, the ErNi  compound is anRNi             RNi 5

exception, the general trend is an increase in value. 
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Pr Nd Sm[1] Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm

T (K)C - 7.4 27.5 33 23 12.2 4.9 9.2 4.0

(g -J
1) J(J+1)2

0.4 0.8 4.5 15.8 10.5 7.1 4.5 2.6 1.2

[1] ref.Barthem [1987]

Table 7.6 Magnetic ordering temperature T  derived from specific heat measurementsC

and the De Gennes factor G= (g -1) J(J+1).J
2

An increase of -J /k with the increase of the reciprocal volume in the heavy rare-earthRT

compounds is found, see figure 7.2. This relationship between J  and the inverse volume ofRT

the unit cell agrees well with the general behaviour of this parameter in other compounds [Liu
1994]. This relation is found in a plot of different ErT M  ( T = transition-metal component, Mn m

= non-transition-metal component) compounds versus the reciprocal of the volume adopted by
the various types of compounds. Our result for ErNi  fits very well in this relation.5

The nickel contribution, calculated with our parameters, is given in the last column of table
7.5. The nickel moment of GdNi  is the largest and decreases to the light (NdNi ) and heavy5         5

(TbNi  to TmNi ) compounds.5 5

7.3 Ordering temperature

The ordering temperature of the RNi  compounds, as they have been derived from specific-5

heat measurements, are reported in table 7.6. In general, the ordering temperature of the heavy
RNi  compounds follows the De Gennes factor. The De Gennes factor is an expression of  the5

exchange interaction between the rare-earth atoms without any disturbance. Gd shows the
highest transition temperature. The only exception in this systematic behaviour is the sequence
Ho-Er. Going from Gd to Tm the decrease in ordening temperature is not strictly obeyed.

7.4 Specific heat

Specific heat measurements have been performed on RNi  (R = Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er,5

Tm) compounds from 1.5 K up to 200 K. All compounds, except PrNi , show the presence of5

-anomalies in the specific heat. These anomalies develop all around the ordering temperature.
Only in the TbNi  sample a -anomaly due to a rare-earth oxide (Tb O ) is found. No nuclear5         2 3

contribution to the specific heat was found. In other studies it has been concluded that nuclear
contributions only play a part below 1 K [Taylor and Darby 1972]. This is a temperature
region not included in our study of the RNi  compounds. 5

 The entropy change associated with the total magnetic specific heat i.e. C/T integrated
over the whole temperature region can be compared with the entropy to be expected for a
collection of  tri-valent free ions. The experimental values are given in table 7.7 along with the
theoretical values Rln(2J+1). Better is it to use our model, which first of all indicates how far
the moments can be expected to be ‘free’ at the indicated temperature T, but, moreover, does
include other contributions to the specific heat. We calculated the entropy involved, S (T) .m calc

The calculated values are closer to the experimental observed values than the theoretical tri-
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Pr Nd Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm

T (K) 200 200 200 75 150 200 150 150

S (T)m exp

(J/mol)
17.2 16.2 16.6 14.9 19.4 20.3 21.5 12

S (T)m calc

(J/mol)
17.3 18.5 17.3 16.6 21.9 22.9 22.7 15

Rln(2J+1)
(J/mol)

18.3 19.1 17.3 21.3 23.0 23.6 23.0 21.3

highest
level (K)

334 241 394 497 193 181 476

Table 7.7 The entropy changes associated with the transition from complete order at 0 K
to the disordered state for RNi . The experimental entropy S (T)  is acquired5     m exp

by integrating c /T up to temperature T. The calculated entropy is taken at them

indicated temperature T.

valent free ion values. This is a satisfying result considering the uncertainties we are left with
in determining the non-magnetic contribution. Remark, that always the calculated entropy
exceeds the observed entropy.

In table C of appendix C a summary is given of correction factors that can be used to
match the electron and phonon contribution of the non-magnetic compound (YNi  or LaNi )5 5

and the magnetic compound. All these corrections of the experimentally determined magnetic
entropy result in smaller entropy values. Two different correction factors have been
introduced, one on the basis of the two Debye temperature model (equation 2.32 of chapter 2)
the other one is simply related to the square root of the masses. Both corrections are given
with respect to YNi  and to LaNi . The correction with method two was applied to the specific5   5

heat of GdNi , TbNi , DyNi , HoNi  and TmNi . The mass difference between PrNi  (NdNi )5 5 5 5 5      5 5

is very small and mass corrections were not necessary. We excluded ErNi , the resulting5

negative specific heat above 70 K can not be a real phenomenon and without correction we
could fit the specific heat data adequately.

In conclusion, it can be said that the correction factors lead to a better estimate of the 
magnetic contribution of the RNi  system. The main uncertainty is found in the phonon5

contribution which can differ between LaNi  (or YNi ) and the magnetic RNi  compound.5 5     5

Another uncertainty lies in the T contribution:  is assumed to be equal in all compounds. A
better consistency could be obtained if we know the contribution of the phonon spectrum
together with the electronic contribution to the specific heat of each RNi  compound.5
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7.5 Muon results

Muon Knight shift observations in ErNi  could well be explained with direct dipolar-field5

calculations. We could establish the 3f site as the stopping site of the muon in ErNi . A more5

accurate agreement, between the calculated and measured site, can be achieved by measuring
the ErNi  Knight shift over a larger temperature interval. Our analysis provides evidence for5

the use of muons as a probe to observe ‘directly’ the magnetic structure in material with
magnetic order at low temperatures and at high fields (i.e. in the hard direction). 
In contrast to Knight shift measurements performed on ErNi , where one frequency was5

observed, measurements on GdNi  showed two frequencies. Further experiments are obvious5

necessary to explain the different behaviour of the isostructual compound.

7.6 Conclusions

This thesis summarizes a long history of magnetic and thermodynamic measurements in the
series of compounds RNi . The growth of a complete set of monocrystalline samples enabled5

us to measure the specific heat and magnetization of a full series. The RNi  compounds turn5

out to be a good choice to study the behaviour of 4f -electrons in a weakly magnetic
environment. 

The experiments performed enabled us to observe the rich magnetic behaviour of this series
of intermetallic compounds RNi . The series of single crystals with different rare earths at our5

disposal permitted us to study the behaviour from the light to the heavy lanthanides. Our
theoretical model enabled us to describe the various experiments in detail. The main
contribution to the magnetic behaviour is caused by the 4f -electrons of the rare-earth atom. A
minor, but not negligible, contribution to the magnetic behaviour is caused by the 3d electrons
of nickel. The nickel contribution is mainly induced by the applied field and the exchange
interaction between the nickel and the rare-earth spins. Crystal field effects play an important
role by influencing the 4f -electrons of the rare earth in these compounds. The properties
depend strongly on the decomposition of the lowest multiplet and differ from compound to
compound. For instance, the rare-earths praseodymium and thulium are both non-Kramers
ions; TmNi  orders ferromagnetically in contrast to PrNi  that, due to magnetic interaction,5      5

stays a van Vleck paramagnet down to the lowest temperature.
We observe a reduction of the magnetic moment compared with the free-ion value of the

rare earth. All the crystal field coefficients, A , have a definite sign and are of the same ordern
m

of magnitude. 
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